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Wempe 

"Timeless Timepieces"

With over a century of experience in the business, Wempe caters to the

connoisseur of fine watches and jewelry. The handpicked selection

features such high-end brands as Rolex, Glashutte, Nomos, Audemars

Piguet, and Chopard among others. Besides, Wempe has its own fine

jewelry brand that highlights inspired craftsmanship and design from its

workshop and their signature BY KIM label is especially noteworthy.

Family owned to this day, the label promises a commitment to quality and

exceptional service that makes shopping here an elevated experience.

Few places are better if you're looking to purchase a special gift that

epitomizes luxury and sophistication.

 +49 711 223 8090  www.wempe.de/niederlassungen/ju

welier-stuttgart.html

 Königstrasse 41, Stuttgart
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Bijou Brigitte 

"Something Special"

At Bijou Brigitte you'll find fashion accessories and stylish jewels galore.

From statement pieces that are sure to draw the eye, to delicate varieties

for those who favor a more subtle style, Bijou Brigitte offers an eclectic

range of costume jewelry for every taste and occasion. Clothing may be

an excellent way to express yourself, but how you accessorize any outfit is

what truly sets the you apart from the rest. Affordable and on trend, the

collection on offer at Bijou Brigitte is all you need to add a touch of

something special to your everyday look.

 +49 711 9071 2812  www.bijou-brigitte.com/  Königstraße 10a, Stuttgart
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Smeraldo Accessories 

"Distinct Jewelry"

Opened in 2014, Smeraldo Accessories has carved a niche for itself

among fashion-conscious shoppers in the town. This lovely boutique has a

curated list of jewelry from across the globe. The result is a line of classic

as well as contemporary jewelry that will suit any occasion. These include

dainty necklaces, fashionable bracelets, gorgeous earrings and exquisite

rings. The range varies from subtle to the extravagant, and you can be

sure of finding the perfect adornment at this shop.

 +49 711 4691 3575  www.smeraldo.com.de/  kundenservice@smeraldo.c

om.de

 Calwer Straße 50, Stuttgart
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Akanthus 

"Hand Made Jewelry"

For over a decade now, Akanthus has been one of the Stuttgart's top

addresses when it comes to hand-made jewelry. The name of the shop

incidentally has a Latin origin. On display you'll find only creations from its

own workshop and other specially selected jewelry. The shop is located in

a Nouveau house in Western Stuttgart.

 +49 711 656 6514  www.akanthus-

schmuck.de

 info@akanthus-

schmuck.de

 Breitscheidstrasse 133, Ecke

Schwabstrasse, Stuttgart
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Museumsshop im Mercedes-Benz

Museum 

"Classic Keepsakes"

A visit to the Mercedes-Benz Museum is incomplete without making a

stop at the Museumsshop. You will find an impressive range of Mercedes-

Benz merchandise in the form of apparel, model cars, watches,

accessories, literature, gift items, games, toys and novelties that you

would probably not find anywhere else. It is a fascinating place to check

out authentic products and get great mementos of your trip to this world-

famous museum.

 +49 711 173 0000  www.mercedes-benz-class

ic-store.com/Museumssho

p.htm?websale8=classic-st

ore&tpl=tpl_museumsshop

.htm

 classic@daimler.com  Mercedesstraße 100,

Mercedes-Benz Museum,

Stuttgart
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